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Peter Kent was a direct descendant of 
William Kent who, in 1777, founded the 
company of Kent Brushes. The company 
holds a pre-eminent place in the history 
of brush making, with an unbroken 
record of excellence in the quality of its 
products. This has been recognised by 
the granting of Royal Warrants for nine 
reigns. 

The Kent family continued to run the 
company for six generations until 1932. 
Then Mr Eric L H Cosby, owner of Cosby 
Brushes Ltd, entered into an association 
with G B Kent & Sons. This started a new 
chapter in Kent's long history.  Today, Mr 
Alan H L Cosby, grandson of Eric Cosby, is 
the Managing Director and Chairman, 
and the company remains a family 
business.  The company moved from 
London to their existing factory in Apsley, 
Hertfordshire in 1984, and remain there 
to this day.   

Peter was the youngest of the three children of Ernest and 
Lilian Kent.  His elder brother, Humphrey,  served with the 
3rd Kent (East Buffs), an Infantry regiment, during WW1.  
Humphrey survived the war and subsequently married, 
divorced, and remarried, but it is not thought there were 
any children.  Peter’s sister Phyllis did not marry until she 
was 33 and again no children have been found.  Thus this 
branch of the Kent family came to an end.  
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Peter Kent’s Birth Certificate, a copy of which is shown below, is very typical and does not 
reveal any surprises.  It suggests that he was born at home at Letchmore Heath, and this is 
confirmed on the memorial plaque in Aldenham Church.  The ‘informant’, the person who 
registered his birth, was his mother, just over a month after Peter was born. 
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A section of the 1896 revision of the Ordnance Survey map of Aldenham and Letchmore Heath 
showing St John the Baptist church in Aldenham, and Aldenham Cottage, the Kent family home, 
on the western edge of Letchmore Heath. 
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The 1901 Census for the parish of Aldenham recorded Humphrey, Phyllis and Peter living in Aldenham 
Cottage in the Parish of St John the Baptist.  Also recorded at the same address were a Nurse, an Under 
Nurse, a Cook, a Housemaid, a Parlourmaid, and a Gardener.  Ernest and Lily Kent were recorded staying in 
The Mariner hotel at Ventnor on the Isle of Wight.  Evidently Kent Brushes were flourishing at that time. 
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Peter’s first school was Bengeo College in Hertford.  He then followed his father and brother as pupils of 

Clifton College in Bristol.  Peter entered in September 1912; this 1913 photograph was probably taken at 

the end of his first year.  Peter is on the left, seated on the ground. (Clifton College Archives) 
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Peter’s last school photograph, taken in 1915.  He is in the front row on the left, wearing a boater.  In less than 

three years this youthful schoolboy was to die fighting for his country. (Clifton College Archives) 
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Peter left Clifton in July 1915 with a very average 

academic record.  He started an engineering 

apprenticeship, possibly in the family firm.  Perhaps 

Peter was seeking something more exciting but, for 

whatever reason, on 6 September 1916, a few days 

before his 18th birthday, Peter applied to join an 

Officer Cadet Unit with a view to obtaining a 

commission in the Royal Flying Corps.  He had been in 

the Officer Training Corps at school, and the rapid 

development of military aviation had probably 

captured his imagination.  Added to this, land at 

Shenley had been requisitioned for the Royal Flying 

Corps early in 1916 and it gradually expanded into a 

training aerodrome.  56 Squadron were based there 

from July 1916 to April 1917.  Peter must have seen 

all the flying activity and very likely been attracted to 

it. 
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This is the reverse of Peter’s application to join the 

Army.  He signs the application which then, because he 

is under the age of 21, has to be endorsed by his father.  

He then needs referees to attest to his good character 

during the previous four years, and because he was at 

school for part of the time one of the referees has to be 

his Head Master at Clifton.  J E King  was Head Master 

of Clifton from 1910 to 1923, and so would have known 

Peter well.  Similarly the other referee, Edgar Stogdon, 

was the Vicar of Aldenham, an incumbency he held 

from 1914 to 1923, and he too would have known 

Peter well.  The final evidence required was that Peter 

had ‘attained a standard of education suitable for 

commissioned rank’.  Not having any formal 

educational qualifications Peter needs a second 

endorsement from his former Headmaster, and King 

provides this on 9 September 1916. 
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Peter’s application was successful and, with some 

apparent minor inconsistencies in the dates, he had by 9 

September sworn his allegiance to the King and been 

accepted into the Army with a view to joining the Royal 

Flying Corps.  His service number would be 68219.  

Having completed his basic training he was 

commissioned in to the Royal Flying Corps as a 

Temporary 2nd Lt (on probation) on the 27th February 

1917.  The reference to Farnborough in March 1917 is 

probably an indication of where he started his flying 

training. 
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Documentation of Peter’s progress through flying training has not been found, but obviously he survived the 
horrendous  casualty rates of those times - 8000 prospective pilots were killed during flying training in World War 
One.  The next evidence of Peter’s progress discovered so far shows that towards the end of 1917 he was serving 
with the School of Special Flying at Gosport in Hampshire.  This school had been formed with the aim of reducing 
the casualty rate by creating a formal scheme of flying training, a syllabus and progressive flying exercises, to 
replace the haphazard and random methods that currently existed.  It was established in August 1917 with Major 
Robert Smith Barry as its first Commanding Officer, a strong believer in a more structured approach to flying 
training.  It would be reasonable to assume that Peter had shown that he was a talented pilot and been 
deliberately selected to serve with the School of Special Flying. 

No 3 Squadron had been sent to France on the outbreak of the Great War.  The squadron initially operated in the 
reconnaissance role using a variety of aircraft 
types.  In October 1917, with the introduction of 
Sopwith Camels, a fighter/scout role was taken 
on.  Towards the end of the year, when based at 
Warloy - Baillon airfield North East of Amiens,  
the squadron called for reinforcements and 
Peter, who as far as is known had not by then 
had any aerial combat experience, volunteered 
to go with the expectation that he would be 
‘home for Christmas’.  However, he must have 
enjoyed the experience because he wanted to 
remain in France into the New Year.  It was to be 
a fatal decision.  Shortly after the 6th February 
1918 Peter’s father received the telegram that 
every parent dreaded. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/First_World_War
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sopwith_Camel
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The day after Peter went missing his Squadron Commander, Major Richard Raymond-Barker, wrote to Peter’s 

father with a full account of what, as far as he knew, had happened.  It had not been a good day for the 

Squadron.  Although two German aircraft had been destroyed there were two pilots from 3 Squadron down 

behind German lines; it could not have been far back as the dog fight had been observed by allied artillery 

close to the front line. The pilot’s fate was unknown although the one shot down in flames was unlikely to 

have survived. 
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The mail service from the front line must have been working very well as Ernest Kent was able to write back to 

Raymond-Barker on 11th February.   Naturally Kent was most anxious to find out as much as he could about what 

had happened to Peter and the other pilot, evidently wishing to get in touch with the latter’s father, probably for 

mutual support in the circumstances. 9 days later Raymond-Barker writes back providing the name and address.  

He also emphasises the high regard in which Peter was held by his brother officers.  
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Peter’s Commanding Officer from the School of Special Flying, Major Smith Barry, also wrote to Ernest Kent to 

express his condolences.  Coincidently he provides the information that Peter was an instructor at the school, a 

very competent officer and that he had volunteered to go to France.  While Raymond-Barker said that Peter had 

volunteered to stay on in France, Smith Barry indicates that 3 Squadron had wanted to retain him. 
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As we will see, Ernest Kent had accepted information he 

had received on 25 February from the Red Cross as 

evidence of Peter’s death and, without waiting for official 

confirmation from the War Office, he arranged for a 

Memorial Service to be held for Peter in Aldenham 

Church on 15th March 1918.  Ironically the formal 

notification from the War Office was to come a few days 

later. 

 

The Latin quotation is taken from a poem called Clifton 

Chapel written by Sir Henry Newbolt in 1881.  Newbolt 

had himself attended Clifton College, so the choice of 

author is as equally appropriate as the translation of 

Newbolt’s Latin. 

 

Who in a land far away 

Who died before his time  

But a soldier, but for his country 
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For Peter’s parents the pain must have been draining, made worse by the absence of any further information 

from the War Office.  It was not until the 18th March, three days after Peter’s Memorial Service, that they were 

told the news officially. 
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Of course Ernest Kent already knew by then that his son was dead. And so, with admirable restraint and 

politeness he was able to reply immediately to the War Office pointing out that he already knew more about 

Peter’s death than they were aware of, and gently suggesting that they could improve their casualty 

notification system.  With the number of cases the War Office had to deal with, and the death occurring in 

German held territory, the delay is not surprising, but 6 weeks then must have seemed a very long time. 
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Number 3 Squadron’s War Diary, their daily record of all the significant operational events that took place, 

describes in some detail what was then known about the air combat that took place on the afternoon of 6th 

February 1918.  It is largely based on Captain Sutton’s report, the only information available at the time from 

those involved.  However the diary entry must have been completed sometime later as it records the 

imprisonment of 2nd Lt Alderson and the death and burial of 2nd Lt Kent.  C.O.P. is an abbreviation of Close 

Offensive Patrol. 
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Captain Sutton’s Combat Report gives a full account 

of his part in the action for as long as he was 

involved.  His “burst of five rounds into one of them 

at 10 yards” and the fact that an enemy aircraft 

collided with him graphically illustrates the close 

nature of aerial combat in those days. 
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When Major Raymond-Barker first wrote to Ernest Kent on the 7th February he gave a brief and anonymised 
account of what he knew had happened the day before.  Since then much more information, summarised 
below, has emerged through a wide variety of sources, including the official records reproduced on the previous 
pages, German records, and an account in a book written after the war by Lieutenant Grey Alderson, the other 
pilot shot down by the Germans in that engagement.   
 

On the afternoon of the 6th February Major Raymond-Barker was alerted by his HQ that the ‘Circus’, the term 
commonly used to describe formations of the Imperial German Air Service (IGAS), was airborne and the 
Squadron were to launch a Close Offensive Patrol.  There were only four pilots available; the Flight Commander, 
Captain Sutton,  Lieutenant Alderson, and Second Lieutenants Dennett and Kent. They ran to the hangar, 
donned flying suits but didn’t bother about field boots, and were quickly airborne.  Dennett was forced to turn 
back with engine trouble before they reached the front line.  High above the Western Front the remaining pilots 
spotted six German Albatross aircraft “painted in vivid colours and designs to instill fear into their foe”.  A 
dogfight started but, as already described, Sutton was soon out of the battle but managed to limp back to 
Warloy.  Alderson wrote that “Two of us were now left to cope with the six planes of the Circus”. To their great 
credit Alderson and Kent between them managed to shoot down two Albatrosses, but the remaining four 
against two was still too much. Shortly afterwards Alderson was injured by enemy fire; his right leg shattered, he 
lost consciousness and tumbled earthwards out of control. Miraculously he survived the crash behind enemy 
lines and regained consciousness a week later as a prisoner of war.  According to an allied anti-aircraft gunner 
on the front line Kent was the last to go, and was seen shot down in flames over Remy.  The IGAS daily reports 
corroborate this account, although they do not acknowledge the loss of their own aircraft. 
 

When Grey Alderson was repatriated after the war the first people he went to see were Peter Kent’s parents.  
He evidently struck up a very close relationship with them.  Grey later married and named his son Peter after 
Peter Kent.  Peter Alderson remembers his father only ever having two photographs on his dresser, one of his 
parents and the other of Peter Kent. 
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Eventually the War Office was told through 

the Red Cross the information Ernest Kent 

had already found out for himself.  They 

formally notified Ernest that Peter was 

Killed in Action on 6 February 1918. The 

administrative machine was then able to 

take all the necessary consequential 

action. 
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On 25 April Ernest Kent, like millions of 

others during the war, received a 

telegram of condolence on behalf of the 

King and Queen from the Keeper of the 

Privy Purse, the person who manages the 

Monarch’s finances. 

 

This original telegram comes from a 

collection of Peter’s memorabilia 

belonging to David Good in Washington 

DC, USA, who bought them from a dealer 

in this country in 2013.  How and why 

and through what route this, and other 

items accredited to David Good, came to 

be on sale then remains a mystery. 
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On 30 April Lieutenant Neil Smuts wrote 

to Ernest Kent.  He tells of the loss of 

Major Raymond-Barker during an 

engagement with Richthofen’s Circus on 

the day before Richthofen himself was 

shot down.  Raymond-Barker was deeply 

missed; Smuts describes him as more 

“more of an elder brother than a CO”.   

Smuts also thanks Ernest for a parcel he 

had received, possibly a food parcel as 

Smuts says it was appreciated by his 

room mates as well as himself.  How this 

friendship developed is unclear;  Smuts 

could have been Peter’s room mate, or 

had previously met the Kent family at 

some stage, or maybe he was the officer 

made responsible for returning Peter’s kit 

and possessions to his next of kin.  It is 

known, however, that Smuts came from 

Johannesburg which is where Ernest Kent 

was when he died in 1922, so it is likely 

the friendship persisted after the war. 
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Errors in casualty notification were inevitably made.  Prior to Peter Kent’s arrival there must have been another 

unrelated 2nd Lieutenant Kent on 3 Squadron who had been downed earlier and taken prisoner.  Mrs Kent of 

Beckenham would have been most surprised to receive the telegram she refers to, and was quick to point out 

the mistake. Whether the loss of Peter Kent was partly to blame for the confusion is not clear from this letter, 

but it is included in the documentation on his file in the National Archives.    
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In June 1918 Ernest Kent receives 

another letter from the War Office 

telling him, through information 

provided to the Red Cross from 

German sources, that Peter had 

“crashed with burning machine”.  The 

location of the crash is given but, most 

importantly for Peter’s family, the 

comforting knowledge that the 

Germans had buried Peter, and the 

location of his grave. 
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This is Peter’s Medal Index Card.  These cards were 

created by the Army Medal Office in Droitwich. 

Each card details a soldier’s medal entitlement. 

Other ranks were automatically sent their medals, 

but officers had to claim their medals, and Peter’s 

mother makes an application for his. 
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These two items come from David 

Good’s collection. They are Peter’s 

Royal Flying Corps wings badge from 

his uniform and the only two 

medals that Peter was entitled to, 

the British War Medal and the 

Victory Medal. 
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These pictures show 

the outside cover and 

one inside page of a 

Memorial book made 

in honour of Peter 

Kent.  It is a charming 

piece of craftwork and 

calligraphy. It  also 

illustrates the close 

links the Kent family 

had with Aldenham 

and Aldenham church. 

(David Good)  
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This is Peter Kent’s  Next of Kin Memorial 

Plaque, popularly known as the “Dead 

Man’s Penny”.  It is a bronze plaque 

approximately 11 cms or 4½  inches in 

diameter incorporating the name of the 

person who died serving with the British 

and Empire forces in the First World War. 

They were issued to the Next of Kin of the 

casualty along with a scroll. They were 

posted out separately, typically in 1919 

and 1920, and a ‘King’s message’ was 

enclosed with both, containing a facsimile 

signature of the King. (David Good) 
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In 1920 Peter’s father received what is 

the last letter on Peter’s file in the 

National Archives.  It tells how Peter’s 

cigarette holder had been returned to 

Britain by the German Government 

through diplomatic channels, and 

would be sent on to Ernest Kent.  

Presumably the cigarette holder and 

case had been recovered from the site 

of Peter’s crash and retained.   

It is a poignant end to Peter Kent’s 

story, but it is heartening to see that 

even bitter enemies were honest and 

respectful towards the personal 

possessions  of those they had killed.   
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In 1925 Peter’s body was moved from the grave at 

Lecluse and reburied in the Honorary Artillery 

Company Cemetery at Ecoust St-Mein, south of 

Arras.  The cemetery is one of the thousands 

maintained by the Commonwealth War Graves 

Commission. There is no tribute on Peter’s 

headstone; it was sufficient simply to record that  

he was age 19. 
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